Holiday Gifts from

Zeto

Berard Olive Wood Cheese Board
and Cheese Knife made by artisans,
thus no two pieces are exactly alike.
Berard's history dates to 1892 -kitchen tools and accessories using
the finest Mediterranean olive wood.
This exquisite piece: $99

Cheese Sets, Cheese Knives and Spreaders,
Cheese Boards
(prices shown are before tax, shipping, or delivery)

Berti Cheese Set
Coltellerie Berti: handmade knives since
1895
Berti 3 piece cheese knife set becomes a treasure
and family heirloom. Fashioned with tortoise-style
lucite handles, these steel cheese knives have high
carbon content and each is made by a single artisan
in Tuscany. Their beauty and functionality will bring
years of enjoyment. Use these luxurious cheese
knives frequently as you enjoy fine wines and
cheeses from Zeto wine & cheese shop. $275

Each Berard piece is hand crafted by
artisans -- each one is an individual with, like people, its own characteristics
and variations. Elegant wood and styling, olive wood is naturally strong and
beautiful. Due to shape, the dimensions vary, but at widest and longest
points the cheeseboard shown is approximately 9" x 17" and about 1/2" thick
olive wood.
Cheeses shown and more are also available at Zeto.

Slate Plate Cheese Board (Made in NC) $29.99 (12” x 18” appx.)
(excludes food and champagne)

This set comes as shown in cloth wrap with leather tie.
Advantages of
this slate cheese
board:

Laguiole Cheese Knife Sets



A more even surface (see partial front

section at right)



Black: $39

Hand-finished edges give a more
uniform, eye-appealing appearance.
 Want to write on it with chalk? It’s easy
due to the smoother

Mineral: $44

Laguiole 3 piece cheese knife set (black or mineral color handles)

surface.

Made in France by the well-known makers of steak knives, this set has
stainless-steel blades and ergonomic style handles. The set is presented in
an open wood box and includes: cheese knife, cleaver, spreader. Avoid
using citrus-scented detergents. Dishwasher safe. Approximate heights of
each: Spreader: 5.75", Cleaver: 8.5" Knife: 9"





Clear, acrylic non-slip feet – protects your counter tops and
other surfaces.
100% American-made by hand using American sourced
materials.

Call Zeto to order catalog: 336.574.2850 Zeto@ZetoWines.com
3 pages follow >>>>>

KNIVES
Gingher Chef’s Knife – professionally hand-crafted, one at
a time, for you—pre-select the color of handle (one or 2 tone)

Each knife is hand-crafted start to finish!

Each exquisitely made Gingher Chef's Knife
has a long handle made with the customer's
selected color or 2 tone colors. (Photo at left
shows some of the steps Rick takes in knife making).

Opinel Knives (Made in France since 1890!)
 Stainless steel blade
 Twist safety ring-lock
 Beechwood handle
Opinel No6 is the smallest model that features
the Virobloc safety ring. It is very durable small
enough to slip into a pocket or purse.
Opinel No7 is the perfect for those who feel
that the No6 could be a little larger. The "in-between" size of the No7
classifies this knife as neither small or big.
Opinel No8 is the most versatile size in the ever growing line of Opinel
folding knives. It has a 3 ¼” blade – easily fits in a pocket.
Opinel No9 is the first of the Opinel's "large" knives with its 3 ½” blade. The
knife opens to .a length of 8 ¼”.
No6 $13.99
No7 $14.99
No8 & No9 $15.99 ea.
See the Opinel Corkscrew-Folding Knife under Corkscrews

The Gingher Chef’s Knife—a knife of precision,
good weight and balance -- everything you want to make slicing,
dicing and chopping a pleasure.
The wide blade is forged from CPM 154 stainless steel and hardened
to 60 Rockwell C. Like all high carbon content stainless steel, it is
actually stain resistant rather than truly stainless, and should be
thoroughly cleaned and carefully dried after each use.
Sharp! This knife is very sharp. It will remain so with care.
Clean and dry immediately after each use.
You'll enjoy this outstanding knife for many years.
Each Gingher Chef's Knife is hand-crafted by Rick himself.
Made in Greensboro, NC.
Please allow several weeks for your knife to be crafted.

$300
Order from this Zeto catalog: 336.574.2850 Zeto@ZetoWines.com
As Gingher Chef’s Knife order requires selecting colors, please come by Zeto

CORKSCREWS
The Durand –
the corkscrew for vintage wines!
 A 2-part device for easy cork
extraction -- the best of the “worm”
and the “Ah So”.
 Removes older and fragile corks
whole and in one piece (follow the
instructions).

 Eliminates broken corks or having to
push corks into the bottle (and into the
wine!).
Older bottles of wine might seem a challenge to open, but not
with The Durand. $125
>>>>>

Opinel Corkscrew/Folding Knife

$29.99

Since 1890 Opinel has honed its quality and been a leader in knifemaking. Now Opinel adds the corkscrew to the No. 10 knife. Perfect
for tailgating, picnics, hunting and fishing trips, camping. . .
This corkscrew/folding knife features:
 5 grooved spirals made of hardened
stainless steel
 10 cm size - 12c27 Sandvik stainless
steel blade for outstanding cutting quality
 ViroBloc safety ring (helps prevent

Match Bottle Coasters
Hand-pounded pewter made by
artisans in northern Italy.
Each piece is unique and has a
stamped hallmark as a signature of
the skilled hands of these
craftspeople.

These are heirlooms to be shared
with future generations.

the closed blade from opening)



A.

Round with
wood insert

B.

Flat round

$85

$140

Beechwood handle

Candles and Soaps
Decanters, Cocktail Shakers and
Coasters
Match tall decanter with hand-pounded
pewter base

FlashPoint Candles
FlashPoint Candle is the leader in luxury pottery vessel candle. Each candle
is designed by Drea Groeschel and is inspired by her love of handmade
pottery and the beautiful glazes that make every piece special and oneof-a-kind. All pottery can be repurposed once the candle is finished giving
great value to every pottery candle design.
The Saxon candle is a wonderful multi wick
pottery candle in an Earthenware clay low
bowl styling with artful reative glazing. Each
piece is handmade and poured with soy bend
wax. 6 wicks and 9" diameter.

Handmade in Italy, Match Pewter lends elegance to
traditional and contemporary settings.
Match Pewter states that it is lead free, food-safe,
and approved by the FDA. $335

Match Cocktail Shaker
Traditional, classic, and a fine addition to your fine
bar beverage service tools.
Hand-pounded pewter by artisans in northern
Italy. Destined to become an heirloom in your
family. A gift of distinction.
$375

The Bennet candle is a beautiful multi wick
Earthenware pottery candle in a low bowl
styling with dynamic reactive glazing. Bennetts
are great for indoors and outdoors, for the
home or apartment as decor or as a special
gift. Each piece is handmade and poured with soy bend wax. 12 wicks and
12" diameter.
Dune color pottery is shown above.

Saxon size (small) $50

Bennett size (large) $125

Order from this Zeto catalog: 336.574.2850 or Zeto@ZetoWines.com
>>>>>

Rewined Candles (small) in
recycled green wine bottles. Burn time
estimated 60 - 80 hours. Stock scents:
Champagne,Chardonnay, Rose’,
Sangria, Pinot Noir. All scents may not
be available. Please call or email.

$26 (small candle).
Rewined Candles (large) – Mimosa scent only. $45 (large candle).

Toschi Black Cherries in Syrup
Only the very best black Amarena cherries are carefully
selected stoned and sweetened as a garnish for
desserts, cakes and ‘semifreddi’ (ice-cream cakes) and
to embellish ice-cream.
Once the cherries are finished, use the syrup for thirstquenching long drinks, ice lollies, water-ices and
milkshakes.

$14.99 in white jar

Rewined Soaps–3 scents available: Champagne, Rose’, Pinot Noir $9 ea.

Blenko Glass (Milton, WV) is an
American institution and has been in
business since 1893.
For over 100 years Blenko has maintained
and continued the tradition of hand making
glassware in America.
Zeto offers the 8” Blenko Water Jar in
Cobalt Blue, Green, Clear.

$49

Zeto VinoMatic Card – for our “self serve wine wall”
Great gift for the wine “explorer” – the
Vinomatic card from Zeto.
Select from 24 different wines, a pour amount
(1 oz, 2.5 oz. or 5 oz pour.), insert your card
into the VinoMatic machine, place glass under
the spout, press the button of the amount you
want, and when it’s finished pouring, enjoy!
Cards start at $10 and increase in multiples of
5 dollars.
Enjoy wines from the VinoMatic anytime we’re
open!

Order from this Zeto catalog: 336.574.2850

Zeto@ZetoWines.com

Toschi Candied Orange Peel in Syrup
Is offered in the standard jar with gray
lid shown on the far right side of the
photo at right. $8.99 Standard jar/gray lid

Ritrovo

Organic Apple Balsamic Vinegar
USDA Certified Organic

Sofi Gold

Award Winner

Juicy, tart organic Trentino Apples and organic
Modena grape must are combined to create
this balanced, yet luscious “agrodolce” vinegar.
Fabulous Apple Balsamic in lovely bottle that
makes a fantastic gift! $22.99

Grace & I
Fig & Date Press with Orange Zest
Each delicious and beautiful loaf has layers of
fig and dates, nuts, plus orange zest to add the
exclamation point! Hand made by culinary
artisans, these lovely fruit presses embellish
platters yet make charming host/hostess
gifts. $15

More loaf styles: Harvest Press, Choco’ Berry
Zeto has paired Grace & I press loaves with a Laguiole knife (as shown in
photo) for a delightful gift item.

$22

